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1 Introduction
The notion of "time", in general relativity, is many-sided [1, 2, 3].

General relativity is invariant with respect to general coordinate transformations in-
cluding the reparametrizations of the "initial time-coordinate" t i-f t' = t'(t).

The Einstein observer, in GR, measures the proper time as the invariant geometrical
interval.

The Hamiltonian reduction [1] of cosmological models inspired by GR [1, 2, 3] reveals
the internal dynamical "parameter of evolution " of the Dirac invariant sector of physical
variables [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. In cosmological models this "evolution parameter" is the cosmic
scale variable, and the relation between an invariant geometrical interval and dynamical
"evolution parameter" (the "proper time" dynamics) describes data of the observational
cosmology (the red shift and Hubble law).

In this paper we would like to generalize the Hamiltonian reduction with internal
evolution parameter to the case of field theories of gravity.

For researching the problem of "time" in a theory with the general coordinate trans-
formations [1], one conventionally uses [9, 10] the Dirac-ADM parametrization of the
metric [11] and the Lichnerowicz conformal invariant variables [12] constructed with the
help of the scale factor (i.e. the determinant of the space metric).

The Dirac-ADM parametrization is the invariant under the group of kinemetric trans-
formations. The latter contains the global subgroup of the reparameterization of time
t >-> t' = t'(t). The Hamiltonian reduction of such the time-reparametrization invariant
mechanical systems is accompanied by the conversion of one of the initial dynamical vari-
ables into parameter of evolution of the corresponding reduced systems. York and Kuchar
[9, 10] pointed out that such variable in GR (which is converted in the evolution parameter)
can be proportional to the trace of the second form.

In the contrast with [9, 10], we suppose that the second form can be decomposed on
both global excitation and local one.

The ADM-metric and the Lichnerowicz conformal invariant variables allow us [13, 14]
to extract this evolution parameter of the reduced system, in GR, as the global component
of the scale factor.

The main difficulty of the Hamiltonian reduction in GR is the necessity of separation
of parameters of general coordinate transformations from invariant physical variables and
from quantities including the parameter of evolution and proper time.

Recently, this separation was fulfilled in the cosmological Friedmann models [7, 8]
with the use of the Levi-Civita canonical transformation [15, 16, 17], which allows one
to establish direct relations between the Dirac observables of the generalized Hamiltonian
approach and the Friedmann ones in the observational cosmology (the red shift and the
Hubble law) expressed in terms of the proper time.

It has been shown that in this way one can construct the normalizable wave function
of the Universe so that the variation of this function under the proper time leads to the
"red shift" measured in observational cosmology [8].

We show that the Hamiltonian reduction of GR distinguishes the conformal time as
more preferable than the proper time from the point of view of the correspondence principle
and causality [18]. The usage of the conformal time (instead of the proper one) as a
measurable interval can be argued in the conformal unified theory (CUT) [19, 20] based
on the standard model of fundamental interactions where the Higgs potential is changed
by the Penrose-Chernicov-Tagirov Lagrangian for a scalar field [21].

The content of the paper is the following. In Section 2, we use a model of classical
mechanics with the time reparametrization invariance to introduce definitions of all times



used in the extended and reduced Hamiltonian systems. Section 3 is devoted to special
relativity to emphasize the main features of relativistic systems with the frame of reference
of an observer. In Section 4, we consider the Friedmann cosmological models of expanding
Universe to find the relation between the evolution parameter in the reduced Hamiltonian
system and the proper time of the Binstein-Friedmann observer. In Section 5, a dynamical
parameter of evolution is introduced in GR as the global component of the space metric, and
an equation for the proper time in terms of this dynamical parameter is derived. Section
6 is devoted to the construction of conformal invariant theory of fundamental interactions
to analyze similar dynamics of the proper time in this theory.

2 Classical mechanics
We consider a reparametrization invariant form of classical mechanics system

jWE \pt, ?,;po, qo\t, N]= I dt\ -poqo + Y^PiK - NHE(qo,Po, g.,Pi) 1 ,
- U )

where
HE (9b, PO, 9I,P.) = [-Po + H(Pi,qi)] (2)

is the extended Hamiltonian.
The action (1) was constructed from

•70(2)

WR fa ?,|?o] = I dq0 I>rf f -

by the introduction of a "superfluous" pair of canonical variables (po, go) and the Lagrange
factor (N).

The reduction of the extended system (1) to (3) means the explicit solution of the
equations for "superfluous" canonical variables and the Lagrange factor

— = 0 => -po + H{Pi, ?,) = 0, (4)

^ = 0 = ^ = 0, (5)

sw
— = 0=>dqo = Ndt = dT. (6)
opo

Equation (4) is a constraint; eq. (5), is the conservation law; and eq. (6) establishes the
relation between the evolution parameter of the reduced system (3) and the "Lagrange
time", which can be defined for any time reparametrization invariant theory with the use
of the Lagrange factor

dT = Ndt. (7)

The "Lagrange time" is invariant (T{f) = T{t)).
In the considered case, these two times, q0 and T, are equal to each other due to the

equation for "superfluous" momenta. However, in the following, we shall mainly consider
opposite cases.

Here, we would like to emphasize that any time reparametrization invariant theory
contains three times:



M) the "mathematical time" (t) (with a zero conjugate Hamiltonian (4) as a constraint),
this time is not observable,
L) the "Lagrange time" T (7) constructed with the help of the Lagrange factor,
D) the dynamical "parameter of evolution" of the corresponding reduced system (3), which
coincides in this case with the "superfluous" variable (<fc>)-

The last two times are connected by the equation of motion for the "superfluous"
momentum.

3 Relativistic mechanics

Let us consider the relativistic mechanics with the extended action

'f I N \
WE\pi,q,;po,qo\t,N]= / dt -pogo + £><&:- ^ " h P o + Pi + ™2] • (8)

In this theory, one usually solves the constraint -pg + pf + m? = 0 with respect to the
momentum with negative sign in the extended Hamiltonian. As a result we get

^ = 0 =*• (po)± = ±\Jp? + m2, (9)

so that the conjugate (superfluous) variable converts into the evolution parameter of the
corresponded reduced systems described by the actions:

The latter correspond to two solutions of the constraint.
The variation of action (8) with respect to the "superfluous" momentum po gives

On the solutions of the equations of motion (11) represents Lorentz transformation of
the proper time qo of a particle into the proper time T of an observer: T = goVl - v2.

In this theory we have again three times:
M) the "mathematical time" (t) (with a zero conjugate Hamiltonian as a constraint), this
time is not observable,
L) the " Lagrange time" T constructed with the help of the Lagrange factor and given by
(11); this time coincides with the proper time of an observer,
D) the dynamical "parameter of evolution" of the corresponding reduced system (10),
which coincides with the proper time of a particle.

In contrast with the mechanical system considered above, the evolution parameter (D)
differs from the "Lagrange time" (L) which coincides with proper time of the Einstein-
Poincare observer. The latter is defined as the measurable time interval in SR.



4 Classical and quantum cosmological models

We consider the cosmological model inspired by the Einstein-Hilbert action with an elec-
tromagnetic field [2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8]

W = Jd*xV=9 W-^rp-Mh - iF^AJF^A)] . (12)

If we substitute the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric with an interval

ds2 = 9lit,dx»dxu = ag(t)[iV|dt2 - ^djdj] • ^Rtf) = $J (13)
r

into the action, this system reduces to the set of oscillators. It is described by the action
in the Hamiltonian form [6, 8]

t./Er i A,i '[j,( - ! d i \ v - ; , . f P§ . . j , J

I \ 2dt 1 I 4 J
(14)

where

h (ao) = 2~ ~^~ HM^PJ'f)> (^)
r.

the variable ao is the scale factor of metric (13), k = +1,0, —1 stands for the closed, flat and
open space with the three-dimensional curvature (6£r^2). We kept also the time-surface
term which follows from the initial Hilbert action [6].

The equation of motion for the matter "field" corresponds to the conservation law

jtHM(pj,f) = 0. (16)

Let us consider the status of different times (M, L, D) in the theory.
M) The main peculiarity of the considered system (12) is the invariance with respect to
reparametrizations of the initial time

t,—> t' = t'(t). (17)

This invariance leads to the energy constraint and points out that the initial time t is not
observable.
L) The "Lagrange time" tp of the extended system (14) coincides with conformal time J\ [8]
of the Einstein-Friedmann observer who moves together with the Universe and measures
the "proper time" interval </s|jI=0

dtF = aoNcdt = aodi). (18)

D) The reduction of the extended system (14) by resolving the constraint j j ^ = 0 with
respect to the momentum with negative sign in the extended Hamiltonian distinguishes
the scale factor as the dynamical parameter of evolution of the reduced system [5, 2, 3, 6].

The constraint

- ^ + h2 = 0 (19)

has two solutions
(Po)± = ±2h (20)
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that correspond to two actions of the reduced system (like in relativistic mechanics con-
sidered in Section 3). The substitution of (20) into eq. (1-1) leads to the action

"° ( 2 ) df d

j ^«o(D

with the evolution parameter UQ.
We can see the equation of motion for "superfluous" momentum p0 of the extended

system (14)

(together with constraint (20)) establishes the relation between the conformal and proper
times (18) of the observer and the evolution parameter ao (similar to (6) and (11))

dah~l; dt,.- = ao{r,)dih (23)

o

Those times can be calculated for concrete values of the integral of motion

U M = Ec. (21)

Equation (23) presents the Friedmann law [22] of the evolution of "proper t ime" with
respect to the "parameter of evolution" do-

The extended system describes the dynamics of the "proper lime" of an obsrrrcr with
respect to the evolution parameter.

This proper time dynamics of an observer of the Universe was used by I'riedniaiin [22]
to describe expansion of Universe. This expansion is connected with the Hubble law

where Hnui,(ty) is the Hubble parameter and I) is the distance between Karth and the
cosmic object radiating photons.

To reproduce this proper time dynamics the variation principle applied to the reduced
system (21) should be added by the convention about measurable time of an observer (18).

In particular, to get direct relation to the observational cosmology (25) of the Wheeler-
DeWitt [23] wave function based on the quantum constraint

equation (26) should be added by the convention of an observer about the measurable time
interval (18). In this context, it has been shown [8] that there are the I.evi-C'ivita type
canonical transformations [15] of "superfluous" variables

(Pu,«u) -» (M,;/)

for which the constraint (19) becomes linear

-11 + / / A * = 0. (27)



The conformal time of the observer coincides with the evolution parameter, and the new
reduced action completely coincides with the conventional quantum field theory action of
matter fields in the flat space

1(2)

/ X>/4TffM<P/,/) • (28)
J

In this case, the WDW equation (26) of the new extended system coincides with the
Schrodinger equation of the reduced system (refft)

±r^V±(tAf)=Hi*9±(v\f)- (29)

We can get the spectral decomposition of the wave function of Universe and anti-Universe
over "in" and "out" solutions and eigenfunctions of the operator HM with the quantum
eigenvalues E (HM < E\j >= E < E\f >)

"?*™ < E\f > % + ) « + e < ( " + ) < £ | / > «( - , + )«W

(30)

i~1<«-> < E\f > 9(n^t) + e-^i-'C-) < E\f >' «(-U-)0&)] ,

(31)
where M^' fa) is the energy part of the reduced actions (21) [6, 8]

da0 2h - -—(arjh) = Eij±, (32)

ao(l)

a!- , , a, ,, are operators of creation and annihilation of the Universe (*+) with the
(m) ' (out) r \ -r/

conformal time i)(+\ and /3[,n\, j8(ou,i are the ones for the anti-Universe {*$!-) with the
conformal time 7/(_) (23).

If we recall the convention ( 18) of an observer and variate the wave function (30) with
respect to the proper time tp, we get the red shift energy Eja^ forming the Hubble law.
This wave function has simple interpretation, the same time of evolution as in the classical
theory, and bears direct relation to the observable red shift.

We have got the renormalizable function of the Universe, as we excluded the superfluous
variables from the set of variables of the reduced system.

To obtain this clear quantum theory, we should use the Einstein-Hilbert action (12),
conformal invariant observables, and the Levi-Civita prescription for the Hamiltonian re-
duction, which leads to the conventional matter field theory in the flat space with the
conformal time of an observer.

One can say that the Hamiltonian reduction reveals the preference of the conformal
time from the point of view of the principle of correspondence with quantum field theory
in the flat space (28) [8].



5 General relativity

5.1 Variables
The purpose of the present paper is to analyze the problem of "proper time" dynamics in
the exact Einstein-Hilbert-Maxwell theory

WE(g, A) = Jdtzy/=g f-y(4)# - J^(^)F""(>l)j ; L = Mpi{^\ , (33)

where Mpi is the Planck mass.
The initial points of our analysis are the (3 + 1) foliation of the four-dimensional man-

ifold [11]
(ds)2 = gltvdx"dx" = N2dt2 - glfdx'dx* ; (dV = di1 + N'dt) (34)

and the Lichnerowicz conformal invariant variables [12]

/vc = ||<?(3)ir1/6iv; 9h = Il9(3)ir1/3<?!f; (lbcll = i); a = HI9
( 3 ) l l1 / 6 (35)

which are convenient for studying the problem of initial data [1, 9, 10] and the Hamiltonian
dynamics.

With this notation the action (33) reads

] (36)
In the first order formalism, the action (33) in terms of the variables (34), (35) has the

form

where

= [PA, A; Pg, g\ Pa, aft] = jdtjd3x\ £ PjDaS - PaDoa - NCH + S , (37)
t, J lf=ii.A J

pi p2 -2

is the Hamiltonian density, R is a three-dimensional curvature

R = R(3)(si>) + s«" I / 2 A« I / 2 ; AS = diWdja), (38)

S is the surface terms of the Hilbert action (33), PA,P3,Pa are the canonical momenta,
and

Doa = dQa - dk{Nka) + \a8kN
k, A><£ = do</? - V,-^ - VjN{ + \dkgtjNk (39)

F;JN> (40)

are the quantities invariant (together with the factor dt) under the kinemetric transforma-
tions [13]

f - M ' = t'(t); xk -> x'k = x'k(t, i 1 , i2 , x3), N -y N'... (41)

In this theory we also have three "times":
M) The invariance of the theory (37) under transformations (41) (in accordance with our
analysis of the problem in the previous Sections) means that the "mathematical time" t is
not observable.
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L) The invariant "Lagrange time" defined by the Lagrange factor Nc

dTc(z,t) = Nc(xtt)dt (42)

coincides with the measurable proper time in ADM parametrization (34) within the factor

D) The dynamical parameter of evolution of the reduced physical sector as "superfluous"
variable of the extended system (37) - a generalization of scale factor ao in cosmology.

For the choice of the "superfluous" variable in GR we use the results of papers [13]
where it has been shown that the space scale a(x,t) contains the global factor (ao(t))

d(x,t) = ao[t)\(x,t) (44)

which depends only on time and it does not convert into a constant with any choice of the
reference frame in the class of kinemetric transformations, where we impose the constraint

(45)

which diagonalizes the kinetic term of the action (37).
The new variables (44) require the corresponding momenta Po and P\. We define

decomposition of Pa over the new momenta Po and PA

+ft * i (fd3x\(xt)P = 0) (46)

so that to get the conventional canonical structure for the new variables:

/ d3x(PaD0a) = a0 f d
3*/",, A + a0 f d3xPaD0X

 d= d0P0 + f d3xPxD0X. (47)
J J J J

The substitution of (46) into the Hamiltonian part of the action (37) extracts the "super-
fluous" momentum term

2 — P 2 / rf3
T -j / d3rN P? MSI

» ~ ° / jv a2 I c^^^ vl0>

Finally, the extended action (37) acquires the structure of the extended cosmological model
(14)

WE[Pf,f;P0,ao\t] = JdtUjd3! E PfDof\-aoP0

, VI / = . , . . , J (49)

where HF is the Hamiltonian % without the "superfluous" momentum part:

For simplicity we neglect the space-surface term.



5.2 Reduction
Now wo can el iminate the "superfluous" variables a0,1'o resolving the constraint

with respect to the momentum PQ. This equation has two solutions that correspond to
two reduced systems with the actions

Vl'±(P;,/!«„)= I dao\ Y. l'j».f*(J <PxNeHF) []'?*— j

with the parameter of evolution no, where

!>.!='•¥- (53)

is the covariant derivative with the new shift vector Nk and vector field A,,, which differ
from the old ones, in (39), by the factor (iio)~'.

The local equations of motion of systems (52) reproduce the invariant sector of the
initial extended system and determine the evolution of all variables (/'/, / ) with respect to
the parameter ao

(Pf(x,t)J(x,l),...) -> (/'/(*,ao),/(x,«o).--.). (•>')

The actions (52) are invariant under the transformations Nc(x, I) —> .Y! = /(/) .Vr. In ot her
words, the lapse function Nc(x,t) can be determined up to the global factor depending on
time:

(55)

This means that the reduced system looses the global part of the lapse function which
forms the global time of an observer

like the reduced action of the cosmological model lost the lapse function which forms )he
conformal time of the Friedmann observer of the evolution of the I'niverso considered in
the previous Section).

We call quantity (56) the global conformal time. We can define the global lapse fund ion
N0(l) using the second integral in eq. (51)

> .
('>?)

where /o is the cons tan t which can be chosen so t h a t jV(xJ) and A(.r./) in the Newton

approximat ion have the form

Af{x,t)=l+8N(x) + ...; \{x,t) = ,i{\+Sx(.r) + ... (.-.S)

where (5/v, t>\(x) are the potentials of the Newton gravity.



5.3 The proper time dynamics

To research the evolution of the system with respect to the global conformal time of an
observer (56), we shall use the short notation

/ d3xNcUF = /oWoh
2(ao) = [0N0 \-£ + h2

R + agF~2 , (59)

where k^ and F 2 correspond to the kinetic and potential parts of the graviton Hamiltonian
in eq. (50), hjj is the electromagnetic Hamiltonian.

The equations for superfluous variables Pa, ao and global lapse function (which are
omitted by the reduced action (52)) have the form

8WE
Nojjj- = 0 => (Po)± = ±2/oh(ao), (60)

These equations lead to the conservation law

^ ^ ^ ( r - 2 ) ' = 0 (63)
a0

and to the Friedmann-like evolution of global conformal time of an observer (56)

h-](a). (64)

The integral (64) can be computed, if we know a solution of the reduced system of equations
(54) as functions of the parameter of evolution ao- To get this equations, we should change,
in eq. (52), Nc by Af(x,t) (as we discussed above).

The conservation law (63) allows us to verify that the red shift and the Hubble law for
our observer

Z{D) = a ( ^ D ) ~ 1 = D • Ho + ...; (tF(V) - jdV'aQ(V')\ (65)

reproduce the evolution of the Universe in the standard cosmological models (with the
FRW metrics), if we suppose the dominance of the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian or the
potential one, in accordance with the ao-dependence of this Hamiltonian.

In the first case (k^ / 0,h/j = F~! = 0), we get the Misner anisotropic model [5]; in
the second case, the Universe filled with radiation (k^ = 0; hn ̂  0; F"1 ̂  0). In both the
cases, the quantities (k^, IIR, F""1) play the role of conserved integrals of motion which are
constants on solutions of the local equations.

The "Lagrange time" differential (42) is

drc(x,t)=Ar{x,v)di}. (66)

In the quantum theory, the integrals of motion become conserved quantum numbers (in
accordance with the correspondence principle). Bach term of the spectral decomposition
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of the wave function over quantum numbers can be expressed in terms of the proper time
of an observer to distinguish "in" and "out" states of the Universe and anti-Universe with
the corresponding Hubble laws (87).

Attempts [8] to include an observer into the reduced scheme (by the Levi-Civita canon-
ical transformation [15, 16, 17] of the extended system variables to the new ones for which
the new "superfluous" variable coincides with the proper time) show that the conformal
time and space observables are more preferable than proper time and space. The confor-
mal time leads, in the flat space limit, to the quantum field theory action [6] and does not
violate causality [18] (in contrast with the proper one). The conformal space interval does
not contain singularity at the beginning of time [6, 7, 8]. In the next Section we try to
remove these defects changing only the convention of measurable intervals and keeping the
physics of the reduced system unviolated.

6 Conformal Unified Theory (CUT)

6.1 The formulation of the theory

Our observer in his (3+1) parametrization of metric can see that the Einstein-Hilbert
theory, in terms of the Lichnerowicz conformal invariant variables (35), completely coincides
with the conformal invariant theory of the Penrose-Chernicov-Tagirov (PCT) scalar field
with the action (except the sign)

WPCT[$,g} = jd*x \-J=g¥.lt*)(jg) + $^(V=i^*)| (67)

if we express this action also in terms of the Lichnerowicz conformal invariant variables:

Vc = ||?(3>|!1/6$; </;„ = ||ff(3)ir 1 / 3 9 ^ ; V = F = Nc. (68)

From (67) we get the action

W
PCT[ [<pc, gc] = f d4x \-Nc^-R^(gc) + ̂ ( i V c 0 ' V c ) j , (69)

which coincides with the Einstein action (36) if we replace 6 with <pc. However, in contrast
with the Einstein theory, the observables in PCT theory are conformal-invariant quantities,
in particular, an observer measures the conformal invariant interval

(ds)2
c = g^dx"dx" = N2

cdt2 - gW'dx'dxi (70)

with the conformal time r\ and the conserved volume of the conformal invariant space (as

Iblfll = 1).
Following refs. [24,19, 20, 25], we can identify the PCT-scalar field with the modulus of

the Higgs dublet and add the matter fields as the conformal invariant part of the standard
model (SM) for strong and electroweak interactions with the action

WSM[4>HC, n, V, V, ffc] = / d*x (ciM + Nc[-<pHcF + <p2
HcB - A ^ j ) , (71)

where CQM is the scalar field free part of SM expressed in terms of the conformal invariant
variables of the type of (68) [20], B and F are the mass terms of the boson and fermion
fields respectively:

B = Dn(Dn)* • F = (^n)V>fl + h.c. (72)

11



They can be expressed in terms of the physical fields (V?, V>£), in the unitary gauge,

Vp (73)

which absorb the angular components (n) of scalar fields (here YVJ, Xap are the matrices
of coupling constants).

We have introduced the rescaled scalar field <PHC

V>Hc = Xfc (74)

in order to ensure a correspondence with ordinary SM notation. The rescaling factor \
must be regarded as a new coupling constant which coordinates weak and gravitational
scales [19]. (The value of x is very small number of order of jjjjjj- where m.m is the mass of
weak boson W.)

The conformally invariant unified theory (CUT) of all fundamental interactions

WCUT[4>C, V\ i>", 9c] = WPCT[<t>c, Sc] + WSM[4>C, V, tv, 9c] (75)

does not contain, in the Lagrangian, any dimensional parameters.

6.2 Reduction

We can apply, to CUT, the analysis of the notions of "times " in the previous Sections.
The scalar field in CUT acquires the feature of the scale factor component of metric

with the negative kinetic energy and the evolution parameter a0 can be extracted from the
scalar field. It is convenient to use for global component the denotations

¥>•=(*, <) = VoW«(*> 0; N = N0(t)Af(x, i) (76)

so that the expression for the extended action has the form

WCUT(Pj,/; Po,<po\t) = / / d3x J2 PjDof - Povo -N0\—T^- + H,[<po] dt,
I V l=a,9c,FSM L 4 V ° \)

(77)
where FSM 'S the set of the SM fields,

Hj[ipo] = / d3xAfn(p{, f,<p0) = h2
CUT(<p0)V0, Vo = / d3x— (78)

is the Hamiltonian of the local degrees of freedom, the Newton perturbation theory for
a,M begins from unit (a = 1 + . . . , .V = 1 + . . . ) , (the time-surface term is omitted).

The reduction means that we consider the extended action (77) onto the constraint

5N0

The reduced action

8WB i
= 0. => (Po)± = ±2jV6Hj- (79)

W±{Pl,f\Vo)= j dVJ I jd^J^P, DvfW2yjvJi~,\ (80)

is completed by the proper time dynamics.

12



6.3 The proper time dynamics
The equations of global dynamics (which are omitted by the reduced action (80)) have the
form

SWE

~ = 0 => (Po)± = ±2VohCUT(Vo), (81)

g (83)
± 2Vo

where the effective Hamiltonian density functional has the form

in correspondence with the new terms in the CUT action.
These equations lead to the Friedmann-like evolution of global conformal lime of an

observer

niVo) = / dvh5yT(v), (85)
o

and to the conservation law

^ + (h2,)' + O*j[.)'vo + (F«2)Vo2 + (A)Vo4 = 0. (86)

The red shift and the Hubble law in the conformal time version

z(Dc) = f ^ - 1 ~ DcH,lub; HHub = -L-JL^,,) (87)
90(10 - Dc) 9o(»() <<V

reflects the alteration of size of atoms in the process of evolution of masses [M>. 8].
In the dependence on the value of î o, there is dominance of the kinetic or the polcutial

part of the Hamiltonian (84), (86) and different stages of evolution of t he I'niverse (iS">) can
appear: anisotropic (k^ ^ 0) and radiation (h^ ^ 0) (at. the beginning of the I'nivorse).
dust (ft2,,- ^ ; TJ2) and De-Sitter A ̂  0 (at the present time).

In perturbation theory, the factor a(x,t) = (1 + Sa) represents the potential of the
Newton gravity {Sa). Therefore, the Higgs-VCT field, in this model, has no particle like
excitations (as it was predicted in paper [19]). Let. us show that the scalar field as a fund ion
of the proper time (T?) (85) gives the Newton coupling constant at present time i/(,.

6.4 Cosmic Higgs vacuum
Let us show t h a t value of the scalar field in C U T is determined by the present s t a i r of the

Universe with observational density of m a t t e r pun and the Nubble pa ramete r //;(„;,.

For an observer, who is living in the Universe, a s t a t e of "vanil l in" is the s l a t e of ihe

Universe a t present l ime: \Universc > = )Lab .vacuum > , as his unified theory protends to

describe both observat ional cosmology and any labora tory exper iments .

In correspondence with this definition, the Hamil tomian (78) can be split into t he hir^c

(cosmological global) and small ( laboratory local) p a r l s

= PUnVli + ('11 ~ PllnVo) = />(••
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where the global part of the Hamiltonian puni'PoWo can be defined as the "Universe"
averaging

< Universe\Hf\Universe >= pi/n^o, (89)

so that the "Universe" averaging of the local part of Hamiltonian (88) is equal to /.oro

< Universe\HL\Universe >= 0. (90)

Let us suppose that the local dynamics (Hi,) c a n be neglected if we consider I he <os-
mological sector of the proper time dynamics (60), (61), (62)

= 0.
6 No \j " Vo V " ^JJ

SWE „ fdv>a\

\VoJ

(92)

The evolution of the proper time of an observer with respect to the evolution parameter
î>o determines the Hubble "constant"

The last equality follows from eq.(92) and gives the relation between the present-day value
of scalar field and the cosmological observations:

^ (94)

If PUn = Per, where

Par-

as it is expected in the observational cosmology. The substitution of (95) into (94) leads
to the value of scalar field

^ (96)

what corresponds to the Newton law of gravity.

6.5 The dust Universe

The present-day Universe is filled in by matter with the equation of state of the dust, at
rest. This means the "vacuum" averaging of the mass term in the SM Hamiltonian is equal
to the mass of the Universe Me, while other terms can be neglected:

Univ.\ I d3xAfatj)aXaptjjp\Univ. >d= MD = ipo(rj) < nb > Vo, (97)

v

where < nb > is the conserved integral of motion. In this case, the proper time dynamics
is described by eq. (92) with the density

PUnWo) = <po<nh >; — = ^ > 0 < nb >. (98)
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We get the evolution law for a scalar field

Ml) = J < "6 > (99)

and the Hubble parameter Hnui,(rj)

1 d<po 2 , , m ,
Hflub — ~j— = ~- (100)

The barion density

is estimated from experimental data on luminous matter (fio = 0.01), the flat rotation
curves of spiral galaxies (fio = 0.1) and others data [27] (0.1 < fio < 2).

We should also take into account that these observations reflect the density at the time
of radiation of a light from cosmic objects £1(T)O - distance/c) which was less than at the
present-day density fi(7fa) = fio due to increasing mass of matter. This effect of retardation
can be roughly estimated by the averaging of £2(T?O — distance/c) over distances (or proper
time)

7 = ^ _ - (102)

o

For the dust stage the coefficient of the increase is 7 = 3. Finally, we get the relation of
the cosmic value of the Planck "constant" and the GR one

(103)

where h = 0.4-=- 1 is observational bounds for the Hubble parameter.
From data on fio we can estimate wo: u>o — 0.04 (luminous matter), UIQ = 0.4 (flat

rotation curves of spiral galaxies), and 0.4 < fi0 < 9 (others data [27]) for lower values of
h{h = 0.4).

6.6 The local field theory

As we have seen in cosmological models there is a Levi-Civita canonical transformation to
new variables for which the "Lagrange time" coincides with the evolution parameter and
the extended system converts into a conventional field theory. In general case it is difficult
to find the exact form of this LC transformation. However we can proof the equivalence
of our reduced system with conventional field theory with measurable conformal time in
next order of the expansion in V^~l - the inverse volume of the system

The next order of the decomposition of (80) over V^"1 defines the action for local
excitations

Pod<po = WoJpUn(>Po)<l<Po + HL{((>o) . ^ . + o (-i- ) , (104)

where pvn{fo) ' s determined by the global equation (93), and

(105)
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in accordance with eq.(92). The reduced action (80) in the lowest order in Vo ' (91)
has the form of conventional field theory without the global time-reparametrization group
symmetry

W*){PJ, f\vo) = W(+)(<A>) + «£>&>/, f\<p0) (106)

(107)

Really, an observer is using the action for description of laboratory experiments in a very
small interval of time in the comparison with the lifetime of the Universe 770

and induring this time-interval y>o(f]) can be considered as the constant

(109)

In this case we got the a-model version of the standard model [19].

7 Conclusion

In the paper we discussed the status of measurable interval of time — "proper time" in the
scheme of the Hamiltonian reduction of GR and conformal unified theory (CUT) invariant,
with respect to genera] coordinate transformations.

This invariance means that GR and CUT represent an extended systems (ES) with
constraints and "superfluous" variables. To separate the physical sector of invariant vari-
ables and observables from parameters of general coordinate transformations, one needs the
procedure of the Hamiltonian reduction which leads to an equivalent unconstraint system
where one of "superfluous" variables becomes the dynamical parameter of evolution.

We have pointed out this "superfluous" variable for considered theories (which converts
into the evolution parameter of the reduced system) using the experience of cosmological
models and the Lichnerowich conformal invariant variables.

The dynamics of proper time of an observer with respect to the evolution parameter
of the reduced system is described by the equation of ES for the "superfluous" canonical
momentum.

Just this "superfluous" equation of ES determines the "red shift" and Hubble law in
cosmological models, GR, and CUT. To reproduce the Hubble law in quantum theory, the
reduced scheme of quantization of GR and cosmology should be added by the convention of
an observer about measurable time interval. Normalizability of a wave function is achieved
by removing the "superfluous" variable from the set of variables of the reduced system.

From the point of view of the principles of causality and correspondence with the field
theory in the flat space the considered Hamiltonian reduction of GR prefers to treat the
conformal time as measurable.

We formulated the conformal invariant theory of fundamental interactions where an
observer measures the conformal time and space intervals. This theory unifies gravitation
with the standard model for strong and electroweak interactions and has no any dimensional
parameters in the Lagrangian. In fact, in practice, only the ratios of dimensional quantities
are the subject of experimental tests. Roughly speaking Planck mass is nothing but a
multiplicity of the proton mass.
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We described the mechanism of appearance of mass scale using as the example the
dust stage of the evolution of the Universe and have shown that the value of scalar field
at present time can be determined by the cosmological data: density of matter and the
Hubble constant expressed in terms of the Planck mass.
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Gyngazov L.N. et al. E2-98-114
Proper Time Dynamics in General Relativity and Conformal Unified Theory

The paper is devoted to the analysis of the notion «paper time» in general relativity. Using
as examples the models of the Hamiltonian mechanics, special relativity, and cosmology which
are invariant under the reparametrization of time, we discuss the method of Hamiltonian reduction
in which one of the initial extended system becomes a parameter of evolution of the reduced system.
We derive the equation of dynamics of the «proper time» of an observer with respect to an evolution
parameter of the reduced system. In cosmological models, this equation describes the Friedmann
observables (the Hubble law, the red shift). In GR, the ADM-metric and the Lichnerowicz conformal
invariant variables allow us to extract the evolution parameter of the reduced system as the global
component of the space metric and to derive the Friedmann like equation for the «proper time» of an ob-
server in the Einstein theory. The principles of correspondence and causality distinguish the conformal
time of an observed as more preferable than the proper one. We consider a conformal-invarian theory
where the conformal time becomes measurable for an observer. This conformal unified theory (CUT)
is based on the standard model of fundamental interactions in which dynamics of the scalar field
is described by the Penrose-Chernicov-Tagirov Lagrangian and the elementary particle mass plays part
of the evolution parameter. The cosmological evolution of the Universe in CUT is discussed.

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, JINR.

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 1998

Гынгазов Л.Н. и др. Е2-98-114
Динамика собственного времени в общей теории относительности
и конформной объединенной теории

Работа посвящена анализу понятия собственного времени в обшей теории относительности.
Используя в качестве примеров модели гамильтоновой механики, специальной теории относитель-
ности и космологии, которые инвариантны относительно репараметризации времени, мы обсуждаем
метод гамильтоновой редукции, при котором одна из переменных первоначальной расширенной
системы становится параметром эволюции редуцированной системы. Мы получаем уравнения
динамики собственного времени наблюдателя относительно параметра эволюции редуцированной
системы. Именно эти уравнения описывают фридмановские наблюдаемые (закон Хаббла, красное
смешение) в космологических моделях. В общей теории относительности метрика АДМ и конфор-
мно-инвариантные переменные Лихнеровича позволяют извлечь параметр эволюции редуцирован-
ной системы, как глобальную компоненту пространственной метрики, я получить уравнения типа
Фридмана для собственного времени наблюдателя в теории Эйнштейна. Принципы соответствия
и причинности выделяют конформное время наблюдателя как более предпочтительное, чем собст-
венное время. Мы рассматриваем конформно-инвариантную объединенную теорию, где конформное
время становится измеряемым для наблюдателя. Эта теория основана на стандартной модели
фундаментальных взаимодействий, в которой динамика скалярного поля описывается лагранжианом
Пенроуза-Черникова-Тагирова и шкала масс элементарных частиц играет роль параметра эво-
люции. Обсуждается космология Вселенной в конформной объединенной теории.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики им. Н.Н.Боголюбова ОИЯИ.
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